Tuesday June 9, 2020 - Profession Divisions Committee Meeting

Opening and Roll Call

Staff & Board Report

PDC Leadership Changes

PDC Chair Deborah Hill deborah.a.hill@nnl.co.uk
PDC Vice Chair Tom Remick thomas.remick@aps.com
PDC Vice Chair David Griesheimer dgrieshe@outlook.com

Training resources for new officers and Executive Committee members

Collaborate.ans.org -> Professional Divisions Committee -> Library -> Officer and EC Training
Collaborate.ans.org -> Professional Divisions Committee -> Library -> Knowledge Transfer

ANS Financial Status – Art Wharton, ANS Treasurer

- Investments are the society’s saving grace at the moment with the running deficit in the society.
- ~40% of revenue is generated through meetings. Lack of meetings are hitting the revenue in 2020 for the society hard.
  - Exploring the idea of doing a net deficit of 1.8M$ projected in 2020, primarily (approximately 80%) due to COVID and lack of meetings being held.
  - Society has been working with hotels on negotiating down cancelation fees with commitments tied to holding future meetings at the hotel.
- ANS has invested in IT through adopting Microsoft 365.
- Conversations going to be taking place as to how to handle scholarships in the future.

Discussion with ANS CEO and Incoming President

- 2204 registrants for this meeting (annual meeting)
  - Reorganizational audit and effort
  - Net reduction has taken place with 6.0 FTEs (~200K savings in 2020 and will yield ~450K savings in out years)
  - Paula Cappelletti appointed Chief Operations Officer
  - Generous support from OPD to upgrade IT infrastructure.
  - Proper coverage of news is going to be pushed hard and they’re asking Divisions to provide stories to publish.
  - Amplified social media.
  - Webinars have increased since COVID and plan to continue post COVID given the successes.
  - Redesign of nuclear news is planned to take place in July.
- Change plan status
  - Continues to move forward with updated iteration and modifications as necessary to accommodate the changing times.
- Topical meeting planning
  - The topical meetings are being encouraged to embed particularly due to the change plan, with additional pressure put forth by the pandemic.